
WINGS only....15d a piece 
4:30 ' til close
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(WITH STUDENT I.D.)
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Black women’s history

• continued from page 3

Bernard is concerned there is a black women aren't deeply con- 
perception the black women's cemed about these issues,” Bernard 
community is not active. She at- said, 
tributes this to the lack of black 
representation in high-profile women's issues is oveshadowed by 
women's struggles such as the Take anti-racism work. “This takes 
Back the Night March, Interna- away from black women's efforts, 
tional Women’s Day and activities They don't get to work on the issues 
around the Morgentaler abortion of concern to them,” said Bernard, 
clinic. “People can't conclude that

Bernard said work done on black

She sees work on race issues as
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UPDATE
Contact us about any advertised rate!

SNEAK A WEEK TO GREECE 
FROM 969 PER PERSON

Includes air from Halifax, 6 nights accommo
dation in Athens, breakfast daily and city tour.

from $1279from $369 MANILATAMPA
from $165 ROME from $899BOSTON

from $608CALIFORNIA from $589 BERLIN
BARBADOS from $628 ST. JOHN'S from $243
BERMUDA from $407 LONDON from $539
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Tel: (514) 637-7831

A New Fall Selection of Dalhousie University Leather and Melton Jackets
ARRTVTNG SOON AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

The above fares are subject to availability and advance purchase rules. The fares vary according 
to departure date and are those in effect Nov. 17. Book and pay for your next holiday plans b> 
Dec.15,1990, and earn the chance to win air fair for two anywhere Air Canada flies. 
********************************************1Every Thursday: Halifax 425-6110 Dartmouth 462-4242

Superstore, 650 Portland St.

TOLL FREE IN N.S. 1-421-1345
Liverpool 354-5400 Bridgetown 665-4812

Tony Quinn's Trivia
10:00 pm

Woody's.........the Wing Place

1505 Barrington St. Maritime Centre

very important, but points out that 
women working within the black 
community find their concerns 
pushed down on the agenda.

The historical significance of 
racism has contributed to the 
physical isolation of black people, 
and the isolation of black women 
from other women.

Race is also a factor in the 
‘women's movement’. One 
woman in the audience pointed out 
the white women's movement is 
too presumptuous and needs to 
learn more about its own racism. 
“We need trust to gain the ability 
to work together,’ she said.

Bernard agrees, but points out 
black women don't always want 
what white women want. “You 
have to look at what black women 
want. We don't necessarily want 
to become part of a white feminist 
group. We do want to work in our 
own community.”

Bernard recognizes a duality of 
oppression and works to end sex
ism and racism within our society. 
“You can't separate the black and 
the woman...the liberation struggle 
means both. We can't wait for one 
or the other.”

Discriminates
• continued from page 5

Members of the audience ex
pressed concern this type of 
thinking is perpetuating a 
‘superwoman’myth. Women are

expected to step into a male ori
ented work structure, without 
abandoning their duties as moth
ers and supporters in the home. 
Soemhow the structure also has to 
change.

Francis said Dalhousie's hiring 
and promotion policies are im
proving, but asks why. “Is Dal
housie changing because of exter
nal forces such as employment 
equity, pay equity and the Federal 
Contractors Program? What if 
there were no external forces?,” 
asked Francis.

Chris Bellon, facilitator of the 
seminar, sees no progress without 
external pressures to eliminate 
discrimination. “I think the points 
Francis raised are important ques
tions to ask. It's interesting that 
only two members of the political 
science faculty were present at the 
seminar.”

Sizes Available: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
Prices : Leather : $270.00, XXL $297.00 

Melton : $185.00, XXL $203.00

Estimated Arrival : December 1st / 90 
A great gift idea for Christmas & Graduation.
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Paperback, Hardcover 
and Rare Books 
Bought and Sold

BACK PAGES
5214 Sackville St., Halifax, 

Nova Scotia B3J 1K6 
423-4750

Saturday and Sunday Brunch 10:30am - 3:30pm 

Steak, 2 eggs and fries only $5.95
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